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SUPPORT
If you need assistance or support throughout Election Day. Simply scan the code below with
your phone and fill out the form. Alternatively you can type the link below into your browser
and save it.

cantonclerk.typeform.com/to/ij8LCg
Open phone camera app and point at this image:

If a phone call is required, please dial 734-394-5121. Please realize that the Clerk’s Office
experiences extreme demand on Election Day and there is often only three people on the phones to
support all 40 precincts. Calling in can significantly delay the response to issues, or worse, cause a
“jump” in the line of people waiting for help. We are monitoring these requests and sending help in the
order received. We understand sometimes a wait occurs. We never ignore requests. Have the voter step
out of line and tell them that you have contacted customer service. Please provide a valid call back
number, so we can call you with the information requested when it is available. Select “voter lookup”
for voter lookups – do not select “Medium” or “High” for voter lookups.

GETTING STARTED
Please understand that these images are just examples, and minor variations may occur.
Images and terms in this manual are to serve as guides an examples only.

SUPPLIES

The evening before an Election (Monday) a Chairperson picks up some election supplies. This
includes the laptop (also referred to as the EPB), passwords, memory stick, forms, etc. The
Chairperson is encouraged to review these supplies before the morning of the Election to
ensure they have received everything mentioned in this manual. The Township delivers the
Voter Assist Terminal (VAT- ADA Touchscreen Device), Tabulator (machine that counts the
ballots), voter booths, dividers to create additional privacy for voters, the blue ballot bin, and
other miscellaneous office supplies.
Example of items Chairperson picks up:

Example of Township delivered items:

GETTING STARTED
FIRST STEPS
Before setting up, locate your Receiving Board Ticket. This will be with your Red Chairperson
Binder. This ticket will allow you access to see the Receiving Board at the very end of the night.
It must be completed in full, every checkbox completed, and every blank filled in. This
document was designed to help with remembering key Election Day items. Again, this must be
delivered by hand to the Receiving Board and must be completed in full. Below is an example:

GETTING STARTED
As mentioned above, the Chairperson should be familiar with all supplies they have in their
possession. It’s encouraged that the first thing done in the morning is to get organized!
•
•
•
•
•

Set up voting booths and dividers
Locate keys and use to remove top cover from tabulator
Open tabulator bin and remove additional supplies inside the bin, ensure the bin is
empty and the write in bin is sealed (pictured below)
Locate the laptop
Unbox the VAT

Image #1: Tabulator Cover Keyhole

Image #2: Tabulator Bin Keyhole

Image #3: Make sure the bin is empty by removing supplies and the white write-in door is
closed.

OPENING THE POLLS

THIS SECTION COVERS THE BASICS OF OPENING THE POLLING LOCATION AND PREPARING FOR YOUR FIRST VOTER. THIS SECTION
COVERS SETTING UP THE TABULATOR, SETTING UP THE VAT, PREPARING THE LAPTOP, AND ORGANIZNG ALL SUPPLIES.

OPENING THE POLLS
OVERVIEW
When you arrive, any Inspector absences must be reported to the Clerk’s office as soon as
possible utilizing an ESR. Please report the individual’s name that is not present. Follow this
quick checklist to help you get started in the morning. More detailed instructions and examples
will be provided throughout the manual. This is just an overview for reference:
1. As discussed, open all supplies (color coded yellow). Remove all office supplies, secrecy
sleeves, etc. Supply each station and place needed supplies at each station.
2. Administer the Oath of Office to all Election Inspectors and have all inspectors sign the
“Clerk’s Preparation Certificate” found in the Paper Poll Book (example photos in this
section).
3. Cut the seals on the Blue Ballot Bin. Take note of how it was sealed with the cover, you
will re-seal this bin at the end of the night. Discard broken seals inside the ballot bin.
4. Verify you have the proper precinct ballots
5. Remove the laptop, the mouse, license reader, and memory stick (memory stick and
passwords located in Red Chair Binder). Take the first stack of ballots out of the Ballot
Bin. The rest can remain in the Ballot Bin until you need more ballots.
6. Proceed setting up the polling location (post posters, have an inspector follow
instructions for laptop setup in the laptop section of this manual, setup the VAT, etc.)
7. Verify that the tabulator serial number (labeled on the right side of the tabulator)
matches the numbers in your Paper Poll Book (example in this section). Make sure the
memory card seal number (front of tabulator) also matches your Paper Poll Book.
Ensure the seal numbers on the VAT match as well.
8. Plug tabulator into the wall (example photo in this section)
9. Once tabulator has started (can take a few minutes), place security key on tabulator
(example photos in this section). Insert the pin provided and follow the onscreen
instructions. Eventually you will choose to “Open Polls”
10. The machine will tell you that the “results are zero”. Press “Zero” and print a zero tape.
Make sure all inspectors sign this tape. This tape should show that no votes have been
cast. Do not remove tape.
11. Once you have followed all of the on-screen instructions to open the polls, make sure
the tabulator has ZERO votes counted.
12. Now make sure the printer with the VAT is connected to the monitor, and plug the
printer into the outlet. Ensure the printer is hooked up and powered on BEFORE
plugging in the monitor.
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

OPENING THE POLLS
13. Once the VAT is active and asks for an “authorization card.” Place the “Poll Worker
Card” into the yellow slot. You will need to enter a provided PIN, and then select the
correct precinct from the list (if not already selected). (Example photos in this section)
14. Press “Open the Polls” on the VAT screen. Remove the “Poll Worker Card” from the
yellow slot you placed it in. It will again say “Please Enter Activation Card”. The machine
is now ready.
15. At 7:00 a.m. sharp, verbally announce that the polls are open and begin processing
voters.

PAPER POLL BOOK
Paper Book Book Example: The front cover contains all serial and seal numbers. The second
page shows where Inspectors swear in and also some important check boxes to ensure are
completed.

OPENING THE POLLS
SETTING UP THE TABULATOR
Tabulator Power Cord Storage

The tabulator contains a small “trunk” near
the rear. You can find the modem you will
need for the end of the night, and the power
cord here. Notice how the power cord has
designated groves and a hook to help prevent
tripping and pulling.

Over here we can see what is labeled as the
“Aux Bin”. You can store ballots in here if the
power goes out, or there is a tabulator
failure. Those ballots can be counted at the
end of the night. Your keys will unlock it.

Tabulator Top and Touchscreen

Here we can see the touch screen, where the tape exits the machine,
where the modem port is sealed up (1) and where you can locate the
serial number (2).

OPENING THE POLLS
Tabulator and ADA Device Startup
The metal port that is labeled “Security Key” is where you firmly place the security key when
the machine requires you to do so. The illuminated screen is touch sensitive. The white arrows
display where ballots are entered.

Once the tabulator is plugged in. The touch
screen will light up and go through a boot
process. Please follow the onscreen
instructions. You are going to print one Zero
Tape (image on next page) and press “open
polls” (image on next page) .

Below you can see an example of a worker firmly placing the security key on the port.

This is where the memory cards will be sealed. Make sure the seal number
matches the Paper Poll Book. At the end of the night you will break this
seal and remove both memory cards to place in the Transfer Container.
NEVER REMOVE MEMORY CARDS WHILE TABULATOR IS POWERED ON

OPENING THE POLLS
Tabulator and VAT Startup
Here we have examples of the boot screen. Print one “Zero Tape” and then press “Open Poll”.
Finally, ensure that the tabulator says “Ballots Cast: 0” to ensure the tabulator has been reset
from testing. This is where you will locate the total number of ballots read by the tabulator
throughout the day.

OPENING THE POLLS
Tabulator and VAT Startup
Below is a picture of the new ADA device called the VAT. From left to right you will notice
headphones, a controller, the actual touchscreen, and a printer. Plugging in the cords and setup
is simple. Each cord is color coded to correspond with the port it gets plugged into. Make sure
the printer AND the touchscreen are plugged into a wall outlet/power strip. They both should
start up automatically. If the printer does not startup, push the power button on the front of
the printer. Make sure the printer is on BEFORE plugging the touchscreen into power. If you
get a “printer error” you will need to enter your poll worker card.

Controller

Touchscreen

Printer

Below you can see the yellow slot where access cards can be entered into the machine. The
small computer chip goes in facing up, and towards the machine.

OPENING THE POLLS
Tabulator and ADA Device Startup
Below is a helpful picture guide of “opening the polls” with the VAT (which is also called the
ICX).

Summary:
•
•
•
•
•

Insert Poll Worker Card
Type in provided pin
Select your precinct
Press “Open Polls”
Remove Poll Worker Card

OPENING THE POLLS
VAT Test Ballot/Voting with VAT
Pictured are a few visual examples of how the machine functions during voting. Act as a voter
and go through this process. You will do a test print of a BLANK ballot (meaning you did not
select any proposals or candidates). Once it prints out, write TEST across this ballot boldly and
place it in the transfer container.

Ballot activation code is provided with
passwords in Red Chair Binder.

Every voter will need access to the VAT. An Election Inspector will enter the “Poll Worker Card”
into the yellow slot to give that voter access. Select the “Ballot Activation Tab”, enter the
provided pin, remove the poll worker card, and give the voter privacy to vote their ballot. These
voters will be assigned the next available ballot number. Place the ballot with that number in
the VAT Envelope (with supplies/forms). The VAT will print a new ballot for the voter. Process
the voter as any other voter (including providing an app to vote).
Summary:
•
•
•
•

Insert Poll Worker Card
Select “Ballot Activation Tab”
Insert pin
Remove card

*NOTE: You will only need to click “Enable AVS Controller” if a voter would like to use the
controller, or another device with the touchscreen.

OPENING THE POLLS
Laptop Setup
The laptop is used to account for each ballot issued and record every voter. Since it contains
sensitive voter information (dates of birth, license numbers, etc.) many steps are password
protected. All passwords and usernames are provided with the Chairperson supplies. They are
all case sensitive (capitalization matters). If you have too many failed login attempts, you will
lock yourself out. Take your time and don’t keep repeatedly trying. Ask another Inspector for
help.
You will notice that there is a laptop, a mouse provided, and a license reader. These are all USB
devices. This means they all will fit in the same port. Setup the device how you prefer, but each
cable and port has been color coded with recommended settings. Ensure the power cord is
plugged into the nearest outlet so your battery can charge. Once everything is plugged in, you
may press the power button.

Once the laptop has powered on, select the “Poll Worker” user account and enter the
password: Elect10ns. This will get you into the laptop. Once you are in, and the laptop is ready,
enter the provided memory stick (provided with Chair Supplies).
Once the computer has started and you are logged in, and you have waited a few moments.
Insert the Memory Stick. It should flash a few times. There will be an icon on the desktop (it is
not pictured because the graphics can change). The icon is large and labeled as “Memory Stick
Login”. Click twice on this Icon to log in to the memory stick. After a second, a password prompt
will load. Enter the Memory Stick password. If the shortcut doesn’t work, remove the memory
stick, reinsert it, and try again. If you do not do this you will be unable to back up or save files
at the end of the night.

OPENING THE POLLS
Laptop Setup
The laptop is now on, and we have logged into the secure memory stick. The next step is to log
into the Electronic Poll Book software. You will see an icon like this:

Click twice on the Electronic Poll Book icon. Then you will be asked to enter an Encryption
Password (provided) and your username and password (provided). Each user should use their
own username, but a backup username is provided in case of emergency.

OPENING THE POLLS
The final step is to back up our work so far. Make sure to do this very frequently on Election
Day. You can click either in the area that has the red “Backup Overdue” flashing, or click “File >
Backup”. Once the backup window opens, simply click Backup. It might ask if you want to save
over the old backups, just click “Yes”.

Election Inspector Positions

This section covers the basics of each Election Inspection Position. You will learn your responsibilities, what supplies you
should utilize, and how to perform each task required.

Election Inspector Positions
IDEAL PRECINT LAYOUT – Your precinct may vary slightly and so will your supplies. Just do your
best to follow this flow.

VAT

Election Inspector Positions
Chairperson and Vice Chairperson
Precinct Chairpersons have unique responsibilities in the administration of their assigned
precincts. They shouldn’t necessarily have a specific job to do on Election Day. Instead, they
should serve as a help-desk and problem solver as needed.
Election Inspector Assignments: Will be determined by the precinct Chairperson. It is under
their discretion whether people stay on the same assignment, swap assignments, or when
breaks are allowed. The Chairperson should randomly change worker assignments to keep
minds and eyes fresh if possible.
Scheduling: The Chairperson is also responsible for lunch/break scheduling. This should be
sorted out first thing in the morning. Each full day election inspector is allowed at least one,
one-hour break. It is encouraged that everyone takes their one-hour break sometime in the day
(including the Chairperson). This helps everyone to stay sharp and work effectively. You are
allowed to leave the property during this break. Meals, smaller breaks, etc. are encouraged to
be taken whenever the Chairperson allows. The only time breaks are not allowed, is if it causes
a precinct to have only one set of party members (only Republicans, or only Democrats) or
when the Chairperson feels it will hinder the voting process due to demand.
Liaison Duties: It is the Chairperson’s responsibility to communicate issues to the Township
Staff. They should report any problems to the Township Staff immediately. Especially when
they relate to the precincts “count” being off. We would rather help you earlier in the day, than
have you feel pressured and overwhelmed (as well as tired) at the end of the day.
Problem Resolution: It is the Chairperson’s primary responsibility to be the authority in the
precinct to resolve problems with voters, and “Verify” and “Challenge” statuses with voters. It’s
encouraged that the Chairperson not be tied into an Election Inspector position so that he/she
may assist voters with complications. This will ensure low wait times. The Chairperson is
responsible for maintaining a quiet, calm, and orderly environment for voters and workers.

Election Inspector Positions
Chairperson and Vice Chairperson
Vice Chair: The Vice Chairperson shall be a different political party then the Chairperson.
Duties: Vice Chairs shall serve as the Chairperson in the Chairperson’s absence. They assume all
authority of the Chairperson during the Chairperson’s breaks, etc.
End of night: It is the Vice Chairs responsibility to return to the Township Hall at the end of the
night with the Chairperson.
Special Note to Chairperson: You may come in contact with other members of our staff. They
will have credentials on them. They will be called “Rovers”. They will visit each precinct near the
end of the night and check on you, go over closing with you, and answer any questions. They
are acting as the Township’s representatives and are speaking on our behalf. Please work
closely with them.
Ethics Policy: All Election Inspectors are required to uphold the highest standard of behavior
possible, and maintain, enforce, and see to it that all laws, policies, and procedures are
followed during Election Day. Inspectors are charged with the responsibility to ensure that
each voter has every legal opportunity to exercise their right to vote without impediment,
delay, bias, discrimination or avoidable distraction. Inspectors should be committed to
maintain an open, safe, and friendly environment and represent the Township by displaying
the utmost customer service and integrity. The goal of the Inspectors should be an accurate,
lawful, and fair election for all involved. All Inspectors are required to set aside all personal
views and beliefs and allow voters to vote in an unbiased and neutral environment in every
way possible. Violation of any part of this policy can result in immediate dismissal.

Election Inspector Positions
Position #1: App to Vote Inspector
The inspector assigned to this position is responsible for making sure each voter fills out the
Application to Vote and presents a photo ID.
Supplies: You will need the applications to vote and pens/pencils.
Tips: It can be helpful to pre-fill out the date of the election and Precinct #.

You will greet each voter as they enter the precinct in a friendly manner. You will ask them to
fill out the application to vote and prepare their ID for review.
•
•
•

Printed name is optional
YEAR of birth is optional
Address does not need to match ID (some IDs, like passports don’t even have an
address)

Once each voter has filled out the application to vote, receive it from the voter, as well as their
photo ID. Make sure the form is filled out completely. Check the form against the ID. Compare
the ID picture to the person present. If there are any discrepancies, call the Chairperson for
assistance. For more info on acceptable Photo ID, skip to the Photo ID Section of this manual. If
a voter does not have ID, they can fill out the affidavit that is located on the back of the App to
Vote (example on next page). It is helpful to put a paperclip on the apps with this affidavit
completed. It is also required to document how many of these affidavits are compelted (see the
bottom of the Receiving Board Ticket).

Election Inspector Positions

Position #2: Laptop Inspector
The Laptop Inspector has an extremely important position. Each Election Inspector should know
the basics of the laptop operation.
Supplies: Laptop, mouse, mouse pad, license reader, memory stick, passwords, power cord.
Duties: The Laptop Inspector receives the picture ID, and the application to vote from the App
to Vote Inspector. The Laptop Inspector then looks up the voter in the computer (either by
swiping the license or typing in the name), locks their record (step not needed when swiping an
ID through the license reader), and carefully compares information between the ID, app to
vote, and laptop. We are only trying to ensure that we have found the voter that is standing in
front of us, and confirm they are registered to vote. If a voter objects to their ID being swiped,
type the name in the search box. Swiping a license is not a requirement.
Searching for a Voter:
Check to make sure that there is not a red ? next to a voters name on the far left of the screen.
In the notes/info section make sure the voter hasn’t voted, has no issues to be resolved, has
not received an absentee ballot, has not returned an absentee ballot, and has no other issues
to resolve. You are the individual issuing ballot numbers to the voter. Ask the Chairperson if any
issues arise. Example of a status flag:

Election Inspector Positions

Example of notes/info section on the bottom of the screen:

Common Flags and Resolutions:
•

•
•

•

•

AV Sent: The Clerk’s office has mailed a ballot to the voter. If the voter hands that ballot
to you and surrenders it, make a remark and let the voter vote. You can place this ballot
in the ballot bin. If the voter doesn’t have their ballot, have them complete an Affidavit
of Absent Voter (in Red Chair Binder). Contact Clerk’s Office and the Clerk’s Office will
check to ensure the ballot has not been received since the EPB was loaded.
AV Sent/Received do not issue a ballot. Inform the voter that the ballot has been
received and is being counted.
Verify: Sign registration Card – have the voter sign a registration or change of address
form, write “Signature” on the form and print the voter’s name and DOB. Place that
form in the Red Transfer Container. Let the voter vote.
Verify: Address, Surrendered License, Etc. Anytime you see “verify” do just that. Talk to
the voter, possibly have them fill our a registration/change of address form (just to
confirm all their information) and let the voter vote. If something can not be confirmed
or clarified, contact Clerk’s Office
Challenge: Read the status and ask the voter about the issue. Look at their license and
what they have provided you. Did the voter clarify the issue? If so, let the voter vote but
choose the “Challenged Ballot” button instead of “Regular Ballot” in the laptop. Write
their info in the Paper Poll Book for “Challenged Voters”, write the ballot number on the
ballot (very small, near the precinct number) and cover the written ballot number with

Election Inspector Positions
the white tape provided in your supplies. Let the voter vote. If the voter cannot clarify
the issue, contact the Clerk’s Office.
Assigning a Ballot:
Assign the voter a ballot number in the computer. Once you have searched for a voter and
confirmed you have found the right voter and there are no status flags, simply click “Regular
Ballot”. Talk to the inspector next to you to ensure you are about to assign the correct ballot
number. If the voter is using the VAT, you will follow this same process, but place the numbered
ballot in the VAT Envelope instead of handing it to the voter. When you are ready to issue, click
“ok”. On the right side of the screen you will see a “List of Voters”. You should now see the
voter’s name, what ballot number you issued the voter, and an additional number on the left
hand side of this module. This additional number is the VOTER number. It is separate from the
BALLOT number. The VOTER number tells us how many voters we have had on Election Day.
The VOTER number MUST match the tabulator at the end of the night. Double check this
number constantly. Pass the App to Vote to the Inspector on your right. Confirm with that
Inspector the ballot number and the voter number. They will need to write this information on
the App to Vote. If a mistake is made, research the voter, click “Undo” and immediately redo
the transaction with the correct info.
Example of Laptop E-Poll Book Software on Next Page: On the left is the voter search module. If
you swipe a license and nothing comes up, try typing the last name of the voter. If the voter is
still not coming up. Click the “Other Tab” to see if that voter should be at a precinct other than
yours. If you locate the voter in the Other Tab, read the voter the correct address of their
polling location (it may even be across the room from you at another precinct). The middle of
the screen is where we issue ballots, spoil ballots, and review voter information.

Election Inspector Positions

Spoiling a Ballot:
You may need to spoil a ballot when a voter makes a mistake and requests a new ballot. It’s
very simple! Search the voter again, click “Spoil Ballot”, and then you can treat the voter like a
brand new voter. Search the voter, and issue them a regular ballot with the correct, NEW ballot
number.
Example of module to spoil a ballot. Instead of clicking “Regular ballot” click “Spoil a ballot”.

Election Inspector Positions
Voter Not Found:
If you can’t find a voter when you search their name, click on the “Other” tab to see if they are
registered in another precinct. Try typing in the last name rather than swiping the license. If you
still cannot locate the voter, the voter may need to register at the Clerk’s Office or may be
registered elsewhere in the State of Michigan. Have your Chairperson file a support request
(instructions at the beginning and end of this manual as well as on the Receiving Board Ticket)
for a voter lookup to confirm. Ask the voter to step aside with the Chairperson until the issue is
resolved. You have every voter in Canton Township listed in your laptop. If the voter is not
showing up, odds are you can send them to the Clerk’s office to register.
Same Day Registration:
If the voter states they just registered at the Clerk’s Office on Election Day, they will present
you with a receipt from the Clerk’s Office. Follow the instructions on the receipt to enter the
voter. You will need to click the “Unlisted Tab” next to the “Other Tab”. Enter the voters
information and issue a ballot like any other voter.
Making Remarks:
Make remarks (notes) about notable things that happen throughout the day. Maybe a voter left
with their ballot, maybe a voter was upset with service they received, or maybe an issue has
surfaced. These “remarks” will be the only information those that review the election will have
to justify any errors or unusual items. Simply click the “General Remarks” button right in the
center of the screen, right below “Lock this Voter Record”. If a voter is locked in, you can make
a remark relating to just that voter. Alternatively, you can write notes in the back of the Paper
Poll Book.

Backing Up:
Backing up was covered during the morning setup. But please remember to continue to backup.
You can click “File” and then “Backup”. You will want to say “ok” to overwriting past backups.
Backing up is important in case your computer crashes.

Election Inspector Positions
Logging Out:
When the laptop was setup in the morning, the first Inspector logged in with the provided username
and password. Everyone has their own username (there is a backup username for emergencies). Simply
click “file” and “logout” when you are no longer working on the laptop.
Example of logging out by first clicking “file”:

Reminder:
Voter Number=Number of people that have physically voted (it’s a number counting people)
Ballot Number= Number that is on ballot stub (will not match voter number at any point, it is separate
– simply makes sure you issue ballots in sequence)

Position #3 Ballot Inspector
Supplies: Ballots, secrecy sleeves (found inside the tabulator bin)
Duties: The Ballot Inspector receives the application to vote from the Laptop Inspector. The
Inspector then writes on the Application to Vote the ballot number the voter will receive and
has been assigned. The inspector then initials the Application to Vote and writes the voter
number on the application (ask the Laptop Inspector), and hands the ballot to the voter in a
secrecy sleeve. The app to vote can be placed in the pocket on the secrecy sleeve, or inside the
secrecy sleeve, if there is no pocket.
Ballots are issued in ascending order (100, 101, 102, 103, etc.).
Make sure the ballots do not stick together, that you are issuing one ballot only, and there is a
voting station open for the voter (do not issue ballot if all voting stations are filled).

Election Inspector Positions
Your most important task is communication. Communicate with the voter if they have any
questions (not about who to vote for but about the process of physically marking the ballot)
and communicate with your teammates to make sure you have issued the right ballot number
and written the right voter/ballot number on the app to vote.
If the voter is using the ADA Machine: Have the chair take the voter over to the VAT, insert the Poll
Worker card and pin, and place the ballot number they were issued inside the VAT Ballot Envelope.
The VAT will print a new ballot for that voter when they are done.
The Ballot Inspector’s main function is to serve as an auditor to ensure the Laptop Inspector and
Tabulator Inspector are all on the same page.
Example of areas the Ballot Inspector completes:

Position #4 Tabulator Inspector
Supplies: Ballot stub box, spindle for applications to vote.
Duties: This Inspector is the Inspector the voter goes to directly after marking their ballot. Have
the voter hand you their ballot (still in secrecy sleeve) and application to vote. Verify the ballot
number, with the ballot number on the application. If they match, remove the ballot stub and
return the ballot to the voter. Place the Application to Vote on the provided spindle. It is helpful
when the back of the app to vote has been completed by a voter to place a paperclip on that
app to vote for accounting purposes in the Clerk’s Office, after the election.
Instruct the voter to insert the ballot into the tabulator. You should allow them at least ten feet
of space when they are placing their ballot into the tabulator.
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Stay familiar with the number of ballots counted on the tabulator screen. Always be aware of
what it is, and what it will be after the voter casts their ballot. Frequently, the Laptop Inspector
and Ballot Inspector will ask what this number is. If there is a jam, you should be able to identify
whether that number has increased or not. Always carefully read the onscreen instructions
before performing any kind of action.

If the ballot is rejected, or there is an issue with the ballot – the tabulator will make a unique
sound. The buttons “Cast” and “Return” will illuminate. Instruct the voter to carefully read the
instructions on the touchscreen. Assist them at this time, if they request help. If they would like
to “Cast” their ballot regardless of the error message, the VOTER can press “Cast”. If the voter
wishes to re-do their ballot, the voter can press “Return”. If the voter presses “Return”, make
sure you are not in visual range of their ballot, and instruct them to place their ballot back in a
secrecy sleeve. Walk the voter to the front of the line (bring the app to vote) and have them
receive a new ballot from the laptop inspector. If the tabulator keeps returning the voter’s
ballot automatically. They either did not mark the ballot thoroughly enough, or they are from
another precinct in your polling location. Have them read the precinct number on the ballot our
loud to you (do not look at the ballot). If they are at the wrong tabulator, hand them their app
and send them to the right tabulator. If the tabulator is saying “ambiguous mark” have the
voter mark the ovals more completely and re-try. Always stay 10’ away from the tabulator,
unless asked to approach by a voter.

Election Inspector Positions
Example of Tabulator error messages below:

Election Inspector Positions
Important Reminders for All Inspectors
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always make remarks in the Laptop when something unique happens or there is any
issue
Work together and constantly communicate. All of your positions are interlocked, and
you each depend on each other. Audit your numbers consistently. Inform the Township
if there are any issues
Follow the same process for each voter
Accuracy is more important than speed, inaccuracy winds up taking a lot more time in
the end
Be courteous, kind, and extremely patient
Remember that it is the voter’s RIGHT (not privilege) to vote. We always want everyone
to vote if possible. Make this your end goal. This helps eliminate conflict. Never turn
away a voter without Clerk approval.
Take breaks to stay sharp
Do not discuss politics, issues, or opinions ESPECIALLY in front of voters
If things are slow, talk with friends that come in. However, do not let visitors distract
you from the task at hand. We don’t want to hinder anyone’s right to vote
Keep your language appropriate
Be respectful of voters, and of your fellow Inspectors
Be respectful of your Chairperson’s authority
Be kind to the Clerk’s Office Staff – they are doing their best to help
Seek to help; not to fix or take charge
Do not leave as soon as the polls close – wait for your Chairperson to allow you to leave
Sign the Paper Poll Book and Total’s Tapes at the end of the night
Understand each other’s jobs – know the process
Admit mistakes – we aren’t out to get you in trouble – we can help, we have resources
all the way to the State level to resolve problems

PHOTO ID REQUIREMENTS

This section provides a brief overview on Photo ID laws and requirements.

PHOTO ID REQUIREMENTS
Photo ID Requirements:

PHOTO ID REQUIREMENTS
Photo ID Requirements (cont.)

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE

This section covers closing the polls and other important tasks for the end of the night.

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
End of Night Procedure
Before 8:00 p.m.:
o You will receive a visit from your Rover if possible
o They will review closing procedures with you
o Begin to gather materials, supplies, and clean up – be prepared and organized
for closing
o You can do this throughout the entire day
o Run a test Ballot Summary to check your numbers early on
At 8:00 p.m.:
o Verbally announce the polls are closed
o Any person IN LINE may vote
o We recommend handing an App to Vote to everyone currently in line at 8:00
p.m.
o Let everyone vote before shutting down equipment, causing lots of noise, or
making them feel pressured
o Wait until everyone has successfully voted
After 8:00 p.m.:
Work together!
Gather all supplies, read all labels, and place things in the appropriate containers
Make sure everyone has an assigned task to help with closing
Save all info on the laptop memory stick (four total files)
Follow all instructions for laptop closing
Fill out all paper poll book forms and checklists – SIGN PAPER POLL BOOK
Have everyone sign Totals Tapes
Place everything in the “transfer container” that needs to go to the Receiving
Board
o Seal Blue Ballot Bin. Ensure only ballots, and ALL ballots are in the Blue Ballot Bin
(exception – if a provisional envelope ballot was issued (very rare) make sure
that gets returned to the Clerk for review)
o Chairperson and Vice Chair (opposing political parties) return to Receiving Board
at the Township Hall to be verified for accuracy. Must not leave until the
Receiving Board releases them

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
TABULATOR SHUT DOWN
When all voters have finished voting and left the room, go over to the tabulator. If any ballots
have been placed into the “Auxiliary Bin,” (pictured below) take them out and cast the votes in
the tabulator. If you need to duplicate any ballots from earlier in the day, now is the time to do
so (ask your Chairperson to refer to the State of Michigan Flipchart for more info).
AUX Bin – Keys Required to Open

Total Tapes:
Using the security button (provided with other keys) enter the provided code and follow the
on-screen prompts to close the polls and print the totals tapes (three should auto print).

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
Example of closing the polls and printing tapes (ensure three automatically print):

Example of entering the pin number and pressing the “Close Poll” option:

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
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The machine will ask you to confirm that you really want to close the polls. Press, “Yes”. The
tabulator will print three totals tape. Make sure you have three copies and all Inspectors
present sign each tape. The tabulator will now ask “Ready to transmit?” Remove the modem
from where you located the power cord in the trunk of the tabulator. Cut the seal on the righthand side of the tabulator and plug the modem in. Then press the button to start transmitting.
Transmission may fail. Retry the transmission. If it fails again, move on.
Example: Of modem door open and modem being plugged in:

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
Once all totals tapes are printed and the results have been transmitted successfully, it’s time
to turn off the tabulator. Example of the Power Down button below:

When the tabulator is completely powered down, cut the seal on the front of the tabulator and
remove both memory cards. Place the totals tapes and the memory cards in the transfer
container.

Ballots and Write-In Ballots:
After you have printed and signed all of your tapes. Open the door that contains the ballot bins
(pictured below). All of your regular ballots will be sitting inside the black bin. You can remove
them by hand and place them in the Blue Ballot Bin. Example of removing regular ballots below:

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE

The “WRITE-IN BIN” must also be checked. The write-in bin has a white panel covering it. You
must use the small handle and push UP on the white cover and pull it open. There most likely
will be a small zip tie keeping the bin shut. You will need to cut this to open the bin. Your totals
tape will tell you how many write-in ballots should be in this bin. Ensure the tape and the
number of ballots you have in hand are the same amount. Once you have completed the writein process and verified everything. These ballots get placed in the blue ballot bin. There is more
information on the write-in process on the next page.
Example of reviewing the write-in bin:

Write-In Process

END OF NIGHT PROCEDURE
Review each ballot carefully, complete the “Write In” sheet (pictured on next page – found in
your Paper Poll Book). Even if you know who the voter intended, write each variation of the
name separately (John B. Smith, John Smith, J. Smith). The State does not allow us to determine
if John Smith is the same as J. Smith. Treat them as individuals and tally the total votes for each
variation using the sheet like the one below (found in Paper Boll Book). Votes for people that
are not actual candidates do not count (i.e. Captain America, Scooby Doo, Mickey Mouse). The
vote must be for a valid write-in candidate. A list of valid candidates (if any) will be provided to
your Chairperson. You must write “none” across this sheet if there are no valid write-in
candidates provided to the Chair. Examples to follow:
Example #1 shows the Write-In Sheet with valid candidates documented. Example #3 shows
what to do if there are no valid candidates. Regardless of valid candidates, we still need to
check the write-in bin and review all write-in ballots.
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Ballots
After the ballots have all been accounted for and the write-ins have been documented. Place
ALL BALLOTS (sample, used, unused, spoiled, defective, etc.) into the Blue Ballot Bin. Only
ballots should go in the Blue Ballot Bin. You will find seals and certificates in with your supplies.
DO NOT PLACE THE LAPTOP, APPS TO VOTE, OR ANY OTHER MATIERALS IN THE BIN. This
could require you to have to drive to Wayne County to correct.
The Chair and Vice Chair will fill out the certificate, document the seal number, and place it in
the plastic protective sleeve. Seal the ballot box as tight as possible at both seal points (ensure
you use the black cover). Example of a seal point below:

The receiving board will check to ensure that the seal number on the seal and on the certificate
inside the plastic sleeve, and the number you write in the back of the Paper Poll Book match. If
they do not match, this process will need to be completed again.

Paper Boll Book
It is the Chairperson’s responsibility to fill out the necessary forms in the Paper Poll Book. We
have included some examples here, and the Receiving Board will go through the book with you,
but make sure you review this book and fill out anything required. These forms change slightly
over time. Read them carefully and answer the questions they ask.
ALL WORKES MUST SIGN THIS BOOK IN MORE THAN ONE PLACE! They should have signed at
the beginning of the day, and in the Election Inspectors Certificate section. Make sure your
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workers do not leave before you have received all signatures. You must follow the checklist
inside the Paper Poll Book.
Pay close attention that all steps are completed. Again, any worker present at the CLOSE of the
polls must sign in the back of the Paper Poll Book.
Example of the Paper Poll Book closing page on next page:

You will be required to document both seal numbers for the Blue Ballot Bin, and the seal number you
plan on using on the Red Transfer Container. Take s completed a certificate (either ballot container or
transfer container certificate) place that certificate in a plastic sleeve, and THEN seal the item the best
you can.
Failure to sign will result in Election Night recall of you or your team. Follow your Receiving Board
Ticket closely.
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Laptop Reports
The Laptop Inspector must complete one last backup before proceeding.
Now save four (4) reports to the memory stick that was plugged in first thing in the morning.
The Clerk’s Office will print these reports off of the memory stick when you arrive to the
Township Hall. If the reports are not on the memory stick, expect a significant delay at the
Receiving Board.
The first report we need to save is the Voter History. Simple click “File” and then “Save
History”. Example below:
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Ballot Summary:
The next report is the most complicated. It is called the Ballot Summary. This report accounts
for all the physical ballots that were used throughout the day. Click “Reports” then “Ballot
Summary”. Now we carefully review each section, and fill in the blanks by answering the
questions. Item A asks how many ballots were delivered to the precinct by the Township. This
information will be pre-filled in for you. You won’t handle any AV return envelopes, so you will
always select “0” for Item B.
The next section is the Number of Ballots at Close of Polls. Item D will ask what number the
tabulator displays. Item E will always be zero. Item F asks how many ballots were spoiled on
Election Day. This should be automatically completed for you, but if you want to confirm you
can look in the Spoiled Ballot Envelope and count how many ballots are in that envelope. Item
G will be automatically filled in. Item H should only apply in the instance of a power outage and
most likely will be “0”. Item I will also be a rare occurrence and most likely will be “0”.
Item J is very simple. Simply ask the ballot inspector what the next available ballot to be issued
is. Insert that ballot number in the first box. The next ballot number should be the same ending
number that is displayed at the top of the Ballot Summary under “Ballots Delivered”. Example
on next page.
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Example of Ballot Summary Report. NOTE: The “Difference” should always be “0” when you are done.
It is helpful to click in each box to help the totals update:

Should be pre-filled

Should be “0”

Number on tabulator
Should be “0”
Should be zero,
unless power
failure, or other
unique
circumstance
Insert the number of the ballot
that the next voter would receive
if the polls were open. Then hit
“tab” and insert the same
number as the “Ending No.”
in step #3.

Final
Step

Must
be
zero
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Ballot Summary Continued:
This step will also be used for all the remaining reports. You must save the report as a PDF to the
memory stick. Once you click “Preview” you can follow these steps to save the report to the memory
stick:
Example of saving a report: #1 Shows the general area you will locate the Save/Export Button, Step #2
Shows that we are going to ensure we are saving it to the memory stick (you will see a folder with the
election day as the title). If you don’t see that folder, you are not saving it to the correct location. Step
#3 shows the save button. Again, you will save the rest of the reports in the same manner you save the
Ballot Summary. Update: Please note that you will see an icon similar to the one below instead of the
red adobe icon pictured in the examples. It will now say “export”. Some Inspectors are used to the
Red Adobe Icon that is pictured in the examples. This is a recent update from the State. This icon is
located near the icon that looks like a small printer.
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List of Voters:
The list of voters shows the name, voter number, and ballot number issued. We must click
“Reports”, “List of Voters”, the save/export icon and then save to the memory stick (remember
we want to save it inside the folder that has the election date as the name of the folder).
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Remarks:
This is the final report we need to save to the memory stick. Click on “Reports”, “Remarks”, the
red save/export icon, and “save”.

You have now saved the four items needed for the receiving board. This is the “voter history”
and three PDFs (ballot summary with a balance of “zero”, list of voters, remarks).
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Tabulator Memory Cards:
Once most tasks are done and the tabulator is powered down, it is now time to remove the
memory cards. There are two (2) memory cards sealed in the front of the tabulator. Make sure
you have POWERED DOWN the tabulator before pulling the memory cards. You must break
the seal and pull both memory cards out. Place the memory cards and the seal inside the
transfer container.
Example: The first photos show the tabulator with the seal removed. Open the doors that say
“Poll Worker” and “Administration”. Push the small black lever and the cards will “pop out”.
Place both cards in the transfer container.
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Transfer Container and Important
Materials:
Find the “Transfer Container” (pictured on next page). Inside your supplies you will find a seal
and a “Transfer Container Certificate”. It should be mostly filled out for you, but review for
accuracy. On the front of the “Transfer Container” you will see a list of items that need to be
placed and sealed inside of the Transfer Container. Make sure to review you receiving Board
Ticket as well. An example list follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3x total tapes (one tape will include the “Zero Report”). Ensure each tape is signed.
Two memory cards from tabulator
Completed Paper Poll Book (make sure both the front and back of the book are signed
by all Inspectors)
Completed Applications to Vote on their spindle (spindle provided in supplies)
Laptop memory stick with all reports saved on it
VAT Test Ballot
Any provisional ballots (most likely there will be none)
Any important documents/notes you would like the Receiving Board to have (such as
voter registration/change of address forms or miscellaneous items of importance)

Seal this bag properly with a certificate. The seal should be provided with your supplies.
The Receiving Board ticket MUST be completed including number of provisional ballots and
number of photos that completed an affidavit of voter not in possession of photo ID (on the
back of the app). The Clerk’s Office must have these numbers for State reporting purposes.
Hand deliver the Receiving Board Ticket to the Receiving Board.
(All items pictured in examples on next page)
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Transfer Container
This is the transfer container/bag that all materials go in. Seal the materials in this container.
The seal and certificate will be with your supplies. The container has a list on the front of it to
help you remember some important items to include.
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These are an example of the materials you will complete and place in the transfer container:
Make sure all workers sign. Front
and back. Complete all forms.
Carefully review.
Only completed applications
on spindle. Unused apps can
return to supplies. Notate
number of affidavits
completed on Receiving
Board Ticket.

This is the Laptop
Memory Stick. Make
sure the Laptop
Inspector has saved
remarks, list of voters,
ballot summary, and
voter history to the
“Election Folder”

You may not have any provisional ballots. If
you do, ensure they are included in the
transfer container and sealed (with a red
paper seal) inside this envelope. Ensure the
number of provisional envelop ballots is
written on the Receiving Board Ticket.
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Remember to print three (3) of these tapes. Make
sure the zero tape (the first one you print) is
signed by all Inspectors present at the opening.
Have all Inspectors sign the rest of the tapes on
the bottom as well.

You will have TWO of these memory cards.
They may not look identical. These are the
cards located in the front of the tabulator.

This is the BLANK test ballot printed from the
VAT in the morning. Make sure that TEST is
written across is clearly.
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Remaining Supplies
The rest of your supplies need to be put back in the same location as they were before the polls
opened. This includes the VAT, tabulator, voting booths, and all office supplies, books, and
manuals. A simple rule to follow is to leave it as you found it. This is a list of items you are
expected to bring back with you on election night:
•
•
•
•

Completed Transfer Container
Sealed Blue Ballot Bin on cart
Laptop
Receiving Board Ticket

The voting booths, tabulator, and vat will be picked up by the Township, but must be left as you
found them. Most of the remaining supplies go back in the Tabulator Bin as you found them.
The Blue Ballot Bin:
ALL BALLOTS: Used, unused, spoiled ballot envelope, and VAT ballot envelope return to the
blue ballot bin. It will need to be sealed at the two access points. This bin must be returned to
the Receiving Board.

SEAL POINT

SEAL POINT

Ensure the precinct is clean and tidy!
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Final Steps
Review your Receiving Board Ticket one final time. Do not place this with your supplies. This will
be your “ticket” to see the Receiving Board. It must be completed in full before the Receiving
Board can review your materials. Hand deliver this item to the Receiving Board.
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Return to the Township Hall
BEFORE LEAVING FOR THE NIGHT: DID ALL INSPECTORS SIGN THE
PAPER POLL BOOK TWICE, THE ZERO TAPE, AND TOTALS TAPES?
The last step! All inspectors will assist the Chairperson and Vice Chairperson in loading their vehicles
with the Receiving Board supplies.
The Chairperson and the Vice Chair (opposing political parties) return to the Township Hall with all items
and wait to be seen. Often there are some refreshments available.
When you enter the Township Hall through the front door, neatly line your supply cart along the
hallway. Check in with the Check-In Inspector. You may proceed to the waiting area to take a seat. Your
precinct will be called in the order you arrived. Once you are called, gather your supply cart and
approach the Receiving Board to which you are directed. You must have your completed Receiving
Board Ticket in your hand. Please have patience, as this is a process required by law and it takes
accuracy. This is not a personal audit of your work throughout the day. This is us helping you with one
last final check. If the precinct is not balanced, or there is a mistake, the Clerk’s Office will assist in
helping you correct the issue.
Please wait for your precinct to be called to the Receiving Board. We will work with you to verify all
details. You will be dismissed verbally when you are free to go home. Once called in, the whole process
should take less than ten minutes if everything is done correctly.

THANK YOU!

SUPPORT REQUEST
ESR (Election Support Request)
cantonclerk.typeform.com/to/ij8LCg
Open phone camera app and point at this image:

If a phone call is required, please dial 734-394-5121. Please realize that the Clerk’s Office
experiences extreme demand on Election Day and there is often only three people on the phones to
support all 40 precincts. Calling in can significantly delay the response to issues, or worse, cause a
“jump” in the line of people waiting for help. We are monitoring these requests and sending help in the
order received. We understand sometimes a wait occurs. We never ignore requests. Have the voter step
out of line and tell them that you have contacted customer service. Please provide a valid call back
number, so we can call you with the information requested when it is available. Select “voter lookup”
for voter lookups – do not select “Medium” or “High” for voter lookups.

